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Enhanced external counterpulsation (EECP) is a non-invasive outpatient treatment used for angina pectoris. In patients with intractable angina refractory to aggressive surgical and medical treatment, several novel strategies are considered including EECP, transmural laser revascularisation, and spinal cord stimulation. EECP produces an acute haemodynamic effect that is presumed to be similar to that produced by the invasive intra-aortic balloon pump. By applying a series of compressive cuffs sequentially from the calves to the thigh muscles upon diastole and rapidly deflating the cuffs in early systole, an increase in diastolic and decrease in systolic pressure is created. Although data indicate improvement in angina in patients undergoing EECP, the role of EECP in the treatment of angina pectoris has not yet been well defined. At present, EECP use should be limited to patients with debilitating (functional class III and IV) refractory angina pectoris who are not candidates for revascularisation, are symptomatic despite being on maximal antianginal pharmacotherapy, and have no contraindications to EECP use.

Despite an increasing success of conventional medical treatment and the continued development and improvement of mechanical revascularisation approaches, a significant number of patients with ischaemic heart disease and angina pectoris cannot be successfully managed, even with optimisation of medical treatment. Many of these patients are not candidates for revascularisation with angioplasty or surgery for myriad reasons. As the survival of patients with primary coronary events continues to increase, the number of patients presenting with coronary artery disease unsuitable to further revascularisation and symptoms refractory to medical treatment also continues to rise. Enhanced external counterpulsation (EECP) is the one of the treatment strategies that is finding a role in treatment of patients with refractory angina.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Almost half a century ago Kantrowitz and Kantrowitz described diastolic augmentation as a means of improving coronary blood flow. Birtwell did pioneering work towards the development of the technique and showed that external compressions can be ECG gated to enhance coronary collateral circulation in experimental animal models. Soroff et al used the term “counterpulsation”, and it initially began as an invasive internal modality. Since then, it has evolved as “internal” (intra-aortic balloon pump) and “external” (EECP) modes. Initially performed by cumbersome hydraulic devices, EECP has evolved into more feasible pneumatic devices. Work is ongoing towards making it transportable for use in emergency rooms and chest pain observation units. EECP has widespread geographic presence, as it has been in use in China for over two decades. Much of the Chinese experience comes from Zheng et al, who started using a sequential three cuff external counterpulsation method. Their positive clinical experience led to installation of thousands of EECP units in China. In 1999, the first randomised multicentre controlled trial was reported.

TECHNIQUE

EECP involves the use of three paired inflatable cuffs wrapped around the patient’s lower extremities. The cuffs are sequentially inflated during diastole, in the calves followed by lower thighs (fig 1). All pressure is released at the onset of systole. This sequential compression results in increased venous return and augmented diastolic pressure. The diastolic augmentation increases coronary perfusion pressure and provides improved afterload reduction and increased venous return with a subsequent increase in cardiac output. The instantaneous and simultaneous deflation of cuffs during systole also enhances systolic unloading and decreases cardiac workload by decreasing peripheral vascular resistance.

The patient is connected to an ECG monitor, as well as to a finger plethysmograph, to assess the arterial pulse augmentation. The R wave of the patient’s ECG is used as the trigger for inflation and deflation. Pressure within the cuffs is adjustable and current EECP machines are capable of generating pressures up to 350 mm Hg, but pressures in the range of 250–275 mm Hg are usually applied. A treatment course consists of 35 one hour sessions over a seven week period and is generally well tolerated with a low risk of adverse events.

Abbreviations: EECP, enhanced external counterpulsation; IEPR, International EECP Patient Registry; MUST-EECP, multicenter study of enhanced external counterpulsation; TIMI, thrombolysis in myocardial infarction
MECHANISM OF ACTION
The mechanism underlying the effects of EECP is under evaluation but several theories have been postulated. The haemodynamic effects of EECP have been theorised to simulate the clinical use of the intra-aortic balloon pump, enhancing cardiac output, stroke volume, and retrograde aortic diastolic flow. EECP produces haemodynamic changes that reduce myocardial oxygen demand in addition to potential for increased transmural cardiac pressure to open collateral circulation. With exposure to the augmented flow and endothelial shear stress, there is elaboration of nitric oxide, prostacycline, and vascular endothelial growth factor from the arterial bed that improve endothelial function and vascular remodelling.

Lawson et al reported that EECP seemed to exert a training effect, decreasing peripheral vascular resistance and the heart rate response to exercise. Patients with coronary disease may improve their exercise tolerance after EECP because of both improved myocardial perfusion and a decrease in cardiac workload. Garlich et al found reduced serum endothelin-1 concentrations (potent vasoconstrictor) by pneumatic external counterpulsation, which may explain the improved coronary perfusion and vasodilatation after EECP. Masuda et al showed an EECP induced increase in both resting and postexercise perfusion (coronary flow reserve representing the left ventricular end diastolic pressure, and serum brain natriuretic peptide concentrations (which correlated with the left ventricular end diastolic pressure, and upper thighs. The cuffs are inflated sequentially during diastole, calves up. The pressure is released at the onset of systole. The compression of the lower extremity venous bed increases venous return and increases diastolic pressure. Inflation and deflation are timed according to the R wave on the patient’s cardiac monitor. The pressures applied and the inflation–deflation timing can be altered by using the pressure waveforms and ECG on the EECP monitor.

Aortic pressure, intracoronary pressure, and intracoronary Doppler flow velocity were measured at baseline and during EECP. EECP resulted in a 93% increase in diastolic and 16% increase in mean intracoronary pressure; there was a 15% decrease in systolic pressure. Coronary blood flow, measured by Doppler and the TIMI (thrombolysis in myocardial infarction) frame count (a quantitative angiographic measure of coronary blood flow), increased by 28%. The study was limited by the assessment of coronary pressures in unobstructed coronaries. Also, the attenuation of coronary flow as a function of autoregulation was not assessed, as the measurements were obtained during EECP.

In brief, it may be postulated that EECP acts by a concert of different contributing mechanisms, both cardiac and peripheral. Acute haemodynamic improvement in terms of diastolic augmentation, improved coronary perfusion and systolic unloading are supported by neurohormonal factors. Diastolic augmentation causes increased shear stress, stimulating endothelial growth factors promoting angiogenesis. This may help explain the long term sustained benefits of EECP even after discontinuation of treatment. EECP causes an increase in endothelial production of nitric oxide, prostacycline, and vascular endothelial growth factor and a decrease in brain natriuretic peptide.

EFFECTIVE AND SAFETY
Irrespective of the mechanisms postulated, there are reported benefits derived from the use of EECP with a reasonable safety profile. The efficacy of EECP was assessed in MUST-EECP (multicenter study of enhanced external counterpulsation), the first and only multicentre, prospective, randomised, blinded, placebo (sham) controlled trial on the subject. In this trial, conducted in seven centres, 139 outpatients with angina, documented coronary artery disease, and positive exercise treadmill test were randomly assigned to receive 35 hours of active (n = 72 patients) or inactive (n = 67 patients) counterpulsation over a period of four to seven weeks. Fifty nine patients in the active and 65 in the inactive group completed the study. The outcome was measured in terms of exercise duration, time to >1 mm ST segment depression, average daily anginal attacks, and glyceryl trinitrate use. Patients undergoing active counterpulsation had a significant increase in time to >1 mm ST segment depression and a decrease in anginal episodes, but there was no significant improvement in the duration of exercise or glyceryl trinitrate usage. More patients in the active counterpulsation group experienced adverse events (55% v 26%, p < 0.001), including device related adverse experiences (leg pain, back pain, skin
abnormalities, dyspnoea, chest pain, cold hands and feet). The non-device related adverse events were mild and generally tolerated.

The MUST-EECP was a small trial considering the prevalence and subjective nature of the anginal symptoms and, therefore, was not powerful enough to recommend EECP for routine use in patients with angina pectoris. Furthermore, the patient selection for the trial was very cautious as is evident from the long list of exclusion criteria, which further limit the use of this technique on a wide scale. The exclusions were: myocaridal infarction or coronary artery bypass graft in the preceding three months; cardiac catheterisation in the preceding two weeks; unstable angina; overt congestive heart failure or left ventricular ejection fraction < 30%; significant valve disease; blood pressure > 180/100 mm Hg; permanent pacemaker or implantable defibrillator; non-bypassed left main stenosis > 50%; severe symptomatic peripheral vascular disease; varicosities; deep vein thrombosis, phlebitis or stasis ulcer; bleeding diathesis or warfarin use with international normalised ratio of prothrombin time > 2.0; atrial fibrillation or frequent ventricular premature beats that would interfere with EECP triggering; baseline ECG abnormalities that would interfere with interpretation of exercise ECG; pregnancy or childbearing potential in women; and subjects unable to undergo treadmill testing. Another shortcoming of the MUST-EECP trial is lack of data on the rate-pressure product at the time of 1 mm ST segment depression before and after treatment.

Follow up analysis of patients in the MUST-EECP trial at one year showed greater improvement in the health related quality of life measures (perform activities of daily living, ability to work, bodily pain, confidence in health, energy, ability to engage in social activities with family and friends, anxiety and depression, and quality of life issues from the effects of angina on health and functioning) in the active treatment group, but it was not reported whether the decrease in anginal episode reported at the end of 4–7 weeks of active treatment with counterpulsation persisted at one year. Also, it was not reported whether the decrease in angina during the active treatment period was correlated with the improved health related quality of life measures at one year.

Lawson et al studied 50 patients with chronic stable angina and compared the extent of coronary disease with results of radionuclide stress testing after EECP. There was significant improvement in the perfusion defects after EECP and the less the coronary disease involvement, the greater the therapeutic benefit from EECP. The presence of a patent vascular conduit, either native or bypass graft, appear to predict a favourable response to treatment. This study offers an option of palliative coronary angioplasty and coronary artery bypass grafting to decrease the disease extent and make these patients more amenable to the benefits of EECP. The benefits were sustained at five years’ follow up, which showed a significant improvement in stress thallium perfusion and limiting angina.

Suresh et al performed a study examining the optimal pressures to maximise the haemodynamic benefit of EECP. EECP effectiveness ratios (ratio between diastolic augmentation and systolic unloading as measured by finger plethysmography) in the range of 1.5–2.0 were found to be optimally efficacious. Another study analysed the data from an EECP registry examining effect of diastolic augmentation on the efficacy of EECP. Patients who were younger, male, non-smokers, and without multivessel coronary or non-cardiac vascular disease were likely to have higher diastolic augmentation with EECP. Patients with higher diastolic augmentation tended to have a greater reduction in angina class at six months’ follow up than those with lower diastolic augmentation ratios. There is evidence that higher diastolic augmentation ratios are associated with improved short or long term clinical outcomes, suggesting that clinical benefit from EECP may be associated with the magnitude of diastolic augmentation.

In an other report of data from an EECP consortium (n = 2289 patients), an improvement was reported in up to 74% of patients with angina undergoing EECP by one or more Canadian Cardiovascular Society functional classes. The younger patients had a greater likelihood of improvement. The rate of adverse experiences was 4%. The placebo effect of the device cannot be ruled out, as this report is from a cohort study. In 1998, the International EECP Patient Registry (IEPR) was organised to document patient characteristics, safety, and efficacy during the treatment period, as well as long term outcomes. All centres with EECP facilities were invited to join this voluntary registry. The registry population comprises all patients starting EECP for treatment of angina pectoris in participating centres. The IEPR data were used to examine the benefit and safety of EECP treatment in 1957 patients, 548 with a history of heart failure. Angina class improved in 68% of patients. The heart failure cohort was older, with more women, a greater duration of coronary artery disease, and more prior infarcts and revascularisation procedures. Compared with patients without heart failure, significantly fewer patients with a history of heart failure completed the course of EECP and exacerbation of heart failure was more frequent in them, although the overall major adverse cardiac events (death, myocardial infarction, revascularisation) during treatment were not significantly different between the groups with and without a history of heart failure. At six months, patients with history of heart failure, although maintaining their reduction in angina, were significantly more likely to have experienced a major adverse cardiac event.

**CONTRAINDICATIONS**

Table 1 outlines the contraindications to EECP use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Contraindications to enhanced external counterpulsation (EECP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Within two weeks after cardiac catheterisation or arterial puncture (risk of bleeding at femoral puncture site)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Arrhythmias that may interfere with triggering of EECP system (atrial fibrillation, flutter, and very frequent premature ventricular contractions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Decompensated heart failure, usually class III to IV (EECP results in an increase in venous return)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Left ventricular ejection fraction &lt; 30% (increased preload may precipitate heart failure)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Moderate to severe aortic insufficiency (regurgitation would prevent diastolic augmentation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Severe peripheral arterial disease (reduced vascular volume and muscle mass may prevent effective counterpulsation, increased risk of thromboembolism)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Severe hypertension &gt; 180/110 mm Hg (the augmented diastolic pressure may exceed safe limits)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aortic aneurysm or dissection (diastolic pressure augmentation may be deleterious)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pregnancy or women of childbearing age (effects of EECP on fetus have not been studied)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Venous disease (phlebitis, varicose veins, stasis ulcers, prior or current deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (no safety data in pulmonary hypertension)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Coagulopathy with international normalised ratio of prothrombin time &gt; 2.0 (to avoid risk of haematoma with high cuff pressure)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONCLUSIONS

Although data indicate an improvement in angina in patients undergoing EECM, the role of EECM in the treatment algorithm of angina pectoris has not yet been well defined. Large-scale trials and long-term data are needed to incorporate this technique into the standard treatment recommendations for angina pectoris. At present, EECM use should be limited to patients with debilitating (functional class III and IV) refractory angina who are not candidates for revascularisation, are symptomatic despite taking maximal antianginal pharmacotherapy, and have no contraindications to EECM use. In such patients, EECM being non-invasive, may be considered before invasive techniques such as transluminal laser recanalisation and spinal cord stimulation. Currently, EECM is available in highly specialised centres.
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